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High Quality Tours is a premier New York VIP Tour
Operator. We specialize in first-class luxury tour packages
with elegance, comfort & style. Individuals and groups
choose from comprehensive historical sightseeing excursions,
or special event packages that we custom design to meet
your particular needs and desires.
Our goal is to exceed your every expectation.

Personal Approach

Outstanding Service

Clients choose from our seamless tour
packages or individually designed
excursions

Our staff works around the clock to
ensure your personal preferences
are met and executed

Professional Guides

Luxury Transportation

Our licensed tour guides are New York's
finest, providing culturally relevant and
meaningful experiences

Our state-of-the-art vehicles are
always at your disposal, equipped with
first-class amenities for Black Tie
Service
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PRIVATE TOUR
HOURLY RATES

WE SPECIALIZE IN PERSONALIZED SIGHTSEEING TOURS OF NEW YORK CITY. OUR EXTENSIVE
KNOWLEDGE OF THE CITY, EXPERT STAFF, LUXURIOUS VEHICLES, AND AWARD-WINNING PACKAGES
CREATE LASTING MEMORIES AND AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE. CHOOSE FROM OUR CAREFULLY
CURATED POPULAR ATTRACTIONS OR DEVELOP AN ITINERARY SPECIFICALLY MADE JUST FOR YOU.

VEHICLES

# OF GUESTS

ENGLISH

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

LICENSED GUIDE SERVICES

1-15

$125.00

$175.00

LUXURY MERCEDES SEDAN

1-2

$250.00

$300.00

SUV

2-5

$250.00

$300.00

MERCEDES SPRINTER VAN

6-13

$300.00

$350.00

MINI BUS

UP TO 24

$350.00

$400.00

COACH BUS

UP TO 56

$400.00

$450.00

*SPECIALTY VEHICLES LIKE MERCEDES JET SPRINTER, WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE SPRINTER, STRETCH LIMO ARE AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

*AVAILABLE IN ANY LANGUAGE: ITALIAN, SPANISH, FRENCH, MANDARIN,
PORTUGUESE, HEBREW, RUSSIAN, GERMAN, ARABIC AND MORE UPON REQUEST.

A HQT PRIVATE TOUR INCLUDES:
•CUSTOMIZED ITINERARY
•PROFESSIONAL LICENSED
TOUR GUIDE
•PRIVATE CHAUFFEUR IN
LUXURY VEHICLE
•HOTEL PICKUP/HOTEL DROP
OFF

EXCLUDED:
•GRATUITIES
•ATTRACTION ADMISSION

*Prices do not include a 20% handling fee nor gratuity to your chauffeur or guide
*Private tours are billed on a 4 Hour Minimum; additional hours will be invoiced at the conclusion of the tour
*Groups larger than 36 Guests will be quoted upon request
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OUR FINE
SELECTION
OF TOURS

Private Yacht Tour
NYC is not only a beautiful place to tour by one
of our luxury vehiles butit is also know for it’s
iconic skyline! Take a cruise around the city
during the day or even at night to enjoy the
sites with a different perspective and view! This
fantastic yacht is also great for romanic cruises,
small party celebrations, engagments and much
more!

NYC Arts & Culture Tour

Central Park Tour and Carriage Ride
Take a fully guided tour through the world’s largest manmade park, and living work of art - Central Park! We visit
Strawberry Fields, Central Park Pond, Gapstow Bridge, the
Carousel, and more. Enjoy a rowboat or gondola ride
near Bethesda Terrace & Fountain, conquer Belvedere
Castle, and stroll thru The Mall and Literary Walk under
the majestic last remaining American Elm trees. Picnic on
the grass, or dine at the iconic Boathouse Restaurant. The
day concludes with a Horse and Carriage Ride around
the park’s loops and byways before returning to your hotel.

Family Friendly Tour

NYC is world-famous for its influential Museums, trendsetting
Galleries and visionary Exhibitions! On our Arts and Culture
Tour, we choose from the latest offerings at the Met, the
Guggenheim, MoMA, or Neue Galerie New York, along
Museum Mile - 5th Avenue. We visit Private Galleries in
Chelsea’s Art District, or the magnificent Gilded Age Mansions
on the Upper Eastside, or the must-see emerging artists of the
Lower East Side. For an added cost, you can experience the
Metropolitan Museum of Art before it even opens. This is the
perfect way to view current exhibits or the artists you love
without anyone else around.

Enjoy a fun filled day with the children on this Kids Friendly
private customized guided tour! Our itinerary, with adults in
mind too, can include such exciting spots as the Bronx Zoo,
Chelsea Piers, the National Geographic Encounter, or the
American Museum of Natural History. Visit a LEGO Store to try
your hand at creating whatever comes to mind, interact with
art exhibits at the Children’s Museum, or engage in
experiments at the New York Hall of Science. For a special
indulgence, we go to the Brooklyn Ice Cream Factory for
cheesecake and ice cream while enjoying great views of
Manhattan, or a dolce desert in Little Italy.

Taste of NYC Tour

Lower Manhattan & 9/11 Memorial Tour

Food options in NYC are endless as you travel around town
in your own private vehicle for a personalized Tasting Tour
of the most iconic eatables in town, at a variety of iconic
restaurants with a “Foodie” guide that ensures the
experience is the best NYC offers. Choose from Russ &
Daughters for a real Manhattan bagel or the Plaza Hotel
for its famous Lobster Roll. Eat at EATALY by Mario Batali
for authentic Italian cuisine, or at the Chelsea Market for
an endless choice of foodstuff based on your group’s
favorite tastes. Be assured, no indulgence is left out!

Immerse yourself in the History of New York City. A
luxurious private Downtown Tour led by a dynamic
licensed guide for a truly enriched experience.
Choose from such sites as Wall Street, NY Stock
Exchange, Battery Park, the Charging Bull, One World
Trade Center, or Trinity Church. Combine this with a
ticket to the 9/11 Memorial Museum or to the Statue
of Liberty for an even more noteworthy encounter.
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OUR FINE
SELECTION
OF TOURS

Statue of Liberty & Ellis Island

Brooklyn Tour

Our Private Luxury Tour of the Statue of Liberty and Ellis
Island is the perfect approach to recapture America’s
Immigrant Story – the most visited landmarks in NYC!
Whether you are interested in climbing to the top of
Liberty’s crown, or exploring the Immigration Museum
and Grounds, or as simply as taking pictures beside the
Lady herself, our licensed tour guide is there to create
the drama of the experience from the moment you are
picked up at your hotel, until you are safely returned.

Manhattan: Been there, done that? Take a fully guided
luxury tour of NYC’s most vibrant borough - Brooklyn! We visit
Park Slope, Red Hook, Dumbo, Williamsburg, Prospect Park,
Flatbush, Greenwood, Coney Island, Brighton Beach, and
more! They are the most historic, artistic and up & coming
neighborhoods in New York State. Bring along your camera
or I-phone for sensational photos of New York Harbor, the
Statue of Liberty, architecture, Graffiti, sculpture, and nature.
This relaxing tour also combines with Brooklyn’s most famous
Pizza stop, or at a gourmet-dining restaurant.

Queen's Tour

Private All-Inclusive Highlights of NYC

Take a fully guided tour of NYC’s most cultural and
diverse borough – Queens! We visit Kaufman (Film)
Studio, Steinway (Piano) Factory, and Queens Museum.
For a real treat, we travel the #7 train to explore such
places as Chinatown, Little India, and Koreatown as well
as the historic neighborhoods of Corona, Jackson
Heights, Woodside and the up and coming Long Island
City. There is a cornucopia of ethnic restaurants to
choose from along the way: Indian, Columbian, or even
Thai.

A customized guided tour of the highlights of New
York City's most iconic attractions and locations. We
visit such stops at Central Park, Rockefeller Center,
New York Public Library, Grand Central Terminal,
Washington Square Park, and South Street Seaport.
Along the way, we travel 5th Ave, take pictures in
front of the Flatiron Building, and drive through the
streets of Soho. Enhance your experience with any
prime NYC attraction
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OTHER
PERSONALIZED
OPTIONS

IN ADDITION TO OUR ESTABLISHED PRIVATE TOUR ITINERARIES OF NYC’S
LEGENDARY NEIGHBORHOODS AND SITES, LET OUR CUTTING-EDGE TOUR
DESIGNER STAFF AID YOU IN CREATING YOUR OWN UNIQUE EVENT WITH OUR
EXPERIENCE AND CONNECTIONS, ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES ARE AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS. BE A TRAILBLAZER, OR CHOOSE FROM OUR EXCITING LIST OF
SPECIAL OPTIONS:

- SHOPPING AND FASHION
- PRIVATE YACHTING
- WINERY AND VINEYARD
- BEHIND THE SCENES
BROADWAY
- JAZZ
- SPEAKEASY
- GRAND CENTRAL
- HELICOPTER

- ARCHITECTURE
- HOLIDAY LIGHTS
- GRAFFITI ART
- GANGSTER AND MOB
- JEWISH NEW YORK
- LITTLE ITALY
- CHINATOWN
- PHOTOGRAPHY
- AND MUCH MORE
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LAND & SEA
TOUR

NYC 360
TOUR

For the first time visitor or even the seasoned
traveler, the Comprehensive Land & Sea Tour is a
must for an over-all view of what makes New York
City iconic: Central Park, Strawberry Fields, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rockefeller Center, St.
Patrick’s Cathedral, Grand Central Terminal, and
Washington Square Park. Passing through
Chinatown, Little Italy, and Noho; a walk down
Wall Street, entering Trinity Church, a stopover at
the 9/11 Memorial, and more, if you choose. In
addition, an hour long guided sightseeing cruise of
New York Harbor complete with the city’s most
amazing views: Brooklyn Bridge, Statue of Liberty,
and the famous Manhattan Skyline.

The NYC 360 Tour is the ultimate tour
when visiting New York City's highlights and
premier attractions. It includes a sightseeing
cruise out in New York Harbor and
admission tickets to the One World
Observatory. During this fully guided 6 hour
experience, a professional tour guide
accompanies you at all times
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Transportation

Overview
Here at High Quality Tours we are all for travelling in

We provide first class service and luxury

luxury. However, we also specialize in putting together

transportation on our sightseeing tour

some of the best experiences and services needed to

packages with access to NYC's top

maximize your trip to New York City! Like a well-

attractions and venues. The company's

connected friend, High Quality Tours can give you the

drivers also add class to airport pick-

virtual keys to a new way of living. Keeping you on the

ups and drop-offs, and transportation

inside track with exciting experiences, dedicated

solutions to any event.

personal bilingual tour managers are dedicated to
customize your trips to your destination in comfortable

Accommodations

luxurious plush leather seats.

As a premier New York Tour Company,
we know our NYC hotels like no other.
Our expert agents will guide you

Our Experiences

through location, budget, and style
•Private Yacht and Boat Charters
•Private cocktail receptions

preferences. We assist with individual
hotel reservations & group blocks.

•Helicopter Tours
•Specialty tours and visits
•Art Classes

Even more services

•Private Jazz Performance
•Photography Tours

•Entire itineraries for Corporate &

•Corporate team building such as Scavenger hunts,

Personal Experiences with preferential

Escape rooms, etc

rates and upgrades.

•Private terrarium class parties

•Arranging tables, or suggesting &

•Behind the scene on Broadway - Meet the cast

booking the perfect venue for important

• VIP seats at sporting events

occasions

•Golf experiences

•Personal shopping tours, sightseeing,

•Winery visits

accessing tours of galleries as well as

•Specialty deals on Hotel and extended stay

private auction

•Luxury Transportation SOlutions

•Chartering Yacht, Helicopters, & Private

•∑Wheelchair trnasportation solutions

Jets

•Meeting and conference services such as logistics,

•Help with any last minute guests planning

hotel block and transportation

a specoal day no matter how large or
small
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HIGH QUALITY
TOUR REVIEWS

Incredible Private Event
I was looking to host a luxury, curated tour for
a large group. Ilana and her team were so
flexible as we dealt with a number of hurdles
and changes with our groups size, tour timing,
and overall itinerary. Utilizing her wide range
of connections and luxury expertise, Ilana
was able to smoothly navigate our changes
and delivered a seamless event inclusive of a
boat tour, main event programming,
transportation, and personal guides, I am so
appreciative for her help and professionalism
-E4750ZDpaula

NYC in Complete Luxury
We booked one of the private luxury tours of
NYC from High Quality Tours. It had to be
one of the best New York City tours available.
It was done on both a luxury bus and also a
yacht. There is nothing like seeing NYC from
the water. Bridges and other sites can be
appreciated so much more on water. We had
a very relaxing time and our guides were
awesome. We will be sure to recommend this
Manhattan Sightseeing Tour.
-Carolyn Matherine

The Only Tour to Take in NYC

Money Well Spent!

I was always leery of NYC tours by bus. They
always looked kind of tacky to me. My
husband wanted to try one so we took the
New York guided sightseeing tour by luxury
coach from High Quality Tours. I must say
that we really enjoyed it. Our tour guide really
knew the history. You could tell he had been
giving Manhattan tours for a long time.
High Quality Tours changed my whole
impression of New York City sightseeing
tours.

I booked a private tour for my 2 young children
and I. It was one of the best choices I could
have made! Our tour guide, Berenice, and our
driver, Isaac, were absolutely amazing!!! They
made sure that they kids and I were
comfortable and had a great time. Berenice
was extremely knowledgable about the city and
went above and beyond to make sure my kids
were happy and not bored. She even bought
goodie bags for my kids and I! Issac was an
excellent driver and was very nice. I highly
recommend this company to everyone and will
definitely be a repeating customer.

-Yekaterina Sokowich

-Karen S
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HIGH QUALITY TOUR
WE INVITE YOU TO EXPERIENCE THE HIGH
QUALITY TOUR DIFFERENCE
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